
 

 

 

Catalonia is the birthplace of many world-famous artists, 

such as Pablo Picasso, Antoni Gaudí, Joan Miró and Salvador 

Dalí. 

This circuit will take you on a journey to discover the 

culture, landscapes and atmosphere that have inspired such 

renowned artists to create their masterpieces in Barcelona 

and its region. 

           

Day 1- ARRIVAL 

 

• Arrival in Barcelona, check-in at the hotel 

• Dinner and night at the hotel 

 

Day 2- : PICASSO AND GOTHIC QUARTER 

 

The group will spend the day, along with a professional guide, visiting the 

Barcelona´s Gothic Quarter and the Picasso museum. 

 

• Morning: Breakfast at the hotel. Accompanied by a guide, the group will 

discover the gothic quarter: the Cathedral, the medieval streets and St Jaume´s 

Square (town hall and the Generalitat palace of the Catalonian government). They 

will then discover the local food produces while visiting the oldest market of the 

city, the Boquería, where they will be able to tastes some of the best local products. 

• Lunch in a city-centre restaurant 

• Afternoon: The group will visit the Picasso museum, where they will be able 

to admire some of the painter´s masterpieces. After the visit, the group will have 

some free time to walk down the Ramblas, and discover the resident street artists 

and human statues. 

• Dinner and night at the hotel 
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Day 3- WALKING IN GAUDI´S STEPS. 

 

The group will discover the architectonic gems created by the famous Catalan 

architect, along with a professional guide. 

 

• Morning: breakfast at the hotel. The group will go on a guided tour of the 

Park Guëll, incredible garden with architectonic elements listed as a World Site 

Heritage by UNESCO, followed by the visit of the Sagrada Familia, one of Gaudi´s 

most famous buildings. 

• Lunch in a modernist restaurant 

• Afternoon: The circuit will continue on the Paseo de Gracia which will allow 

the group to admire the modernist houses. They will visit the inside of the famous 

Casa Milá, also known as “La Pedrera”, listed as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. 

• Dinner and night at the hotel 

 

Day 4- JOAN MIRO FOUNDATION AND MONTJUÏC. 

 

Accompanied by an official tour guide, the group will spend the day discovering 

and admiring the many paintings of this artist, as well as Montjuïc, mountain from 

which they will admire the gorgeous views of the city. 

• Morning: breakfast at the hotel. The group will visit the 

Joan Miro Foundation, where they will be able to admire the 

exceptional collection of paintings and sculpture created by the 

artist. 

• Lunch in the Poble Español. The group will be able to walk 

around this architectural museum to discover an exhibit of the 

architecture and culture of Spain. 

• Afternoon: Panoramic visit of the mountain of Montjuïc, 

where part of the Olympic Games of 1992 took place. The group will see part of 

the installations, the Olympic stadium and the Palau Sant Jordi. 

• Dinner and night at the hotel. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Día 5- Excursión para adentrarnos en el universo DALÍ. 

 

Visit of the Dali museum in Figueres, his house and his castle, along with an official 

tour guide. 

 

• Morning: breakfast at the hotel. The group will make its way to Puboll to 

visit Gala Dali’s castle, medieval residence which inspired many of Dali´s paintings 

and which has been, between 1982 – 1984, his last workshop. It is also his wife and 

muse’s mausoleum. After this visit, the group will 

continue its way toward Figueres to visit Dali’s 

museum-theatre. Opened in 1974, it offers a 

large collection of works describing the artistic 

journey of the genius. 

• Lunch in a restaurant in Figueres 

• Afternoon: The group will continue toward 

Port Lligat, close to Cadaquès, to visit Dali and 

Gala’s house. This house is set in a superb location: Port Lligat´s Bay, which most 

certainly inspired the artist. The house is part of a fiserhmen housing complex 

that Dali and Gala bought and transformed into a maze. 

• End of our services 

 

We wish you an amazing holiday! 

 


